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Serpent has been developed at VTT since 2004, and the code has about 440 users in
135 organizations in 35 countries around the world.
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The applications of Serpent are mainly related to neutron transport in reactor physics,
 Second level
and the development is currently focused on two topics:

 Third level

1) Advanced
for spatial homogenization
 methods
Fourth level
Fifth levelapplications
2) Coupled multi-physics


There is also increasing interest among the user community to broaden the scope of
applications to radiation shielding and fusion neutronics.
Why not develop Serpent into a more general-purpose transport code?
I

Development of photon physics routines for gamma heating is already under way

I

The basic building blocks (tracking, physics, tallies) are already there

I

New interesting challenges for the developer team, new research topics for the
education of new experts
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Particle transport in Serpent takes place in a three-dimensional universe-based constructive solid geometry (CSG), using the combination of surface- and delta-tracking.
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CSG works perfectly well for fission reactors, but fusion reactors and other complicated
 Second level
and less regular geometries would benefit from more elaborate representation.

 Third level

Two advanced geometry
types are currently being developed in Serpent 2:
Fourth level
Fifth level geometry type2
1) Unstructured mesh-based


I

Polyhedral unstructured volume mesh based on the OpenFOAM file format3

I

Developed as a by-product of a similar interface used for multi-physics coupling

2) CAD-based geometry type
I

Unstructured triangulated surface mesh based on the STL file format

I

Topic of this work

2
J. Leppänen and M. Aufiero. “Development of an Unstructured Mesh Based Geometry Model in the Serpent 2 Monte Carlo
Code.” In proc. PHYSOR 2014. Kyoto, Japan, Sept. 28 - Oct. 3, 2014.
3
J. Leppänen et al. “Unstructured Mesh Based Multi-physics Interface for CFD Code Coupling in the Serpent 2 Monte Carlo
Code.” In proc. PHYSOR 2014. Kyoto, Japan, Sept. 28 - Oct. 3, 2014.
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The stereolithography, or STL format is probably the simplest geometry format used by
CAD software:
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Based on the triangulation of curved surfaces – easy to implement, but requires
format conversion that can affect the accuracy

 Second level

 Third level

I

The geometry
is composed
of solid volumes, for which the outer surface is
 Fourth
level
formed by a list
of
flat
triangles,
each of which is defined by three points – easy
 Fifth level
to read and handle, but subject to some issues with numerical precision

I

Legacy format, but widely used for 3D printing – not the most elaborate way to
described complicated volumes, but supported by most CAD tools

The STL format was chosen for the CAD-based geometry type in Serpent because of
its simplicity – the implementation was relatively easy, and could be done without any
third-party libraries.
The geometry routine relies on the use of an adaptive search mesh, originally developed for the OpenFOAM multi-physics interface.
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The standard cell search routine used for CSG cannot be applied to STL solids. Instead, a new routine based on ray tests had to be implemented.
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The general algorithm works by starting a ray from the tested position into an arbitrary
 Second level
direction (e.g. the direction of motion). Whether the point is inside or outside a solid is
 Third
determined
by thelevel
following condition:
 Fourth level
If the ray is extended
to the first intersection point with the triangulated surface,
 Fifth level
and the scalar product between the ray direction and the surface normal yields a
positive value (the ray is exiting the volume), the point is inside the solid. If the
value is negative, the point is outside the solid.

The test works well in theory, but unfortunately there are practical challenges:
I

Holes in the model cause false positive and negative results

I

Numerical precision has its limitations

Holes in the model cannot be fixed by any means, but numerical issues can be managed by identifying the potential problem conditions, discarding the result, and repeating the ray test in a new (random) direction.
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Figure 1: Example of managing with limited numerical precision. The ray test requires
determining which triangular facet is located at the intersection point between the ray and the
solid boundary, which means determining the intersection point between the plane defined by
the three points and whether the point is inside the actual triangle. The test can lead to false
positive or negative result if the point is too close to the boundaries because of limited numerical
precision. The solution applied in Serpent is to re-sample the ray direction if the point is too close
to the boundary. The questionable region is plotted in the figure in red.
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The first results using the STL-based geometry type were presented at the last ANS
Winter Meeting4 . The test case was a simple toy problem: “Stanford Critical Bunny”
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I

model of
a high-enriched uranium bunny
3D
Second
level
(Godiva
composition)
 Third
level
Single STL
solid consisting of 45,916 points
 Fourth
level
and 91,840 triangular
facets
 Fifth level
Comparison to an OpenFOAM mesh based
model verified the consistency the new
geometry type
Comparison to CSG model of the Godiva
sphere demonstrated the computational
efficiency of the geometry routine

The test calculations showed that the CAD-based geometry routine works for geometries consisting of single STL solids, and that computational performance is comparable
to the conventional CSG geometries.
4
J. Leppänen. “Development of a CAD Based Geometry Model in Serpent 2 Monte Carlo Code.” Trans. Am. Nucl. Soc.. 111
(2014), 663–667.
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This study presents the first practical demonstration of the CAD-based geometry type
in Serpent 2, and the test case represents an orders of magnitude increase in complexity
Clickcompared
to edit Master
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to the Stanford
bunny:
I

 Second 5level

The C-Lite model of the ITER fusion reactor

 Third level

I

11 components
1,548 solids / 441,056 points / 625,662 triangular facets
 Fourth/ level

I

level
Conversion fromFifth
STP
to STL using FreeCAD


The calculations were still limited by the lack material data6 and neutron source distribution, so the main purpose of this study was to see if the conclusions of the previous
study apply in more complex calculation cases as well:
I

The geometry was tested by running a large number of consistency checks

I

Volumes were calculated by Monte Carlo sampling and compared to values
given by FreeCAD

I

Computational performance tested by running a transport simulation

5

C-Lite V1 Rev. 131031

6

Biological shield was modeled as concrete, all other components as stainless steel.
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Figure 2: Serpent geometry plot showing a cross-sectional view of the ITER reactor. Separate
solids are plotted with different colors.

CAD-based
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Figure 3: Serpent geometry plot showing a cross sectional view of a divertor cassette. Separate
solids are plotted with different colors and the search mesh is shown adapted around the
boundaries.
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The geometry was verified by running consistency checks testing for geometry errors:
7

I 10 million random points sampled within each nested universe
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For
each point
Second
levelthe ray test was repeated 10,000 times with randomly sampled
directions
 Third level

I

Fourth
level
The test was
considered
passed if all ray tests put the point inside the same solid
 Fifth level

I

The pass rate was 100% in 5 out of 9 universes and exceeded 99.99% in 3
universes

I

The test failed in 5% of all points in universe containing the cryostat, and the
problem was traced to a hole in one of the STL solids8

The volumes of each solid and component were calculated using the Monte Carlo
based volume checker routine in Serpent 2, by sampling one trillion (1012 ) random
points in the geometry.

7

The 11 components of the C-Lite model were placed in 9 nested universes for optimal use of the search mesh.

8

Most likely caused by the STP to STL conversion in FreeCAD.
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Figure 4: Hole in one of the STL solids forming the cryostat (cryostat008.stl). The error is most
likely caused by a bug in FreeCAD.
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Table 1: Volumes of different components calculated by Serpent using Monte Carlo sampling
compared to values from FreeCAD. All statistical errors were below 0.01%.

 Click to edit Master text styles Component volume (cm3 )
Component
Second level

Blanket
 Third level
Divertor  Fourth level
Vacuum vessel
 ports
Fifth level
Vacuum vessel
Toroidal field coils
Thermal shields
Poloidal field coils
Biological shield
Cryostat
Control and correction coils
Central solenoid

FreeCAD

Serpent MC

2.813 40 × 108
5.635 10 × 107
2.586 10 × 108
4.004 20 × 108
9.049 50 × 108
9.341 60 × 107
3.868 00 × 108
7.008 40 × 109
2.751 00 × 108
8.183 90 × 106
1.441 40 × 108

2.811 30 × 108
5.613 50 × 107
2.586 10 × 108
4.003 30 × 108
9.048 90 × 108
9.342 00 × 107
3.868 00 × 108
7.007 30 × 109
2.839 80 × 108
8.184 30 × 106
1.441 30 × 108

Diff.
-0.07%
-0.38%
0.00%
-0.02%
-0.01%
0.00%
-0.00%
-0.02%
3.23%
0.01%
-0.00%
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The use of simplified material compositions and neutron source9 meant that no physically relevant results could be obtained from the simulations.
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Even so, running the transport simulation could tell something about the computational
 Second level
performance:

 Third level

I

One billion
(109 ) neutron
histories simulated in a 12-core 3.47 GHz Intel Xeon
 Fourth
level
workstation  Fifth level

I

Flux tallies calculated in each of the 1,548 STL solids and flux, collision and
absorption rate distributions tallied in a 200×400 cylindrical mesh

I

The overall running time was 56 hours

I

The contribution of cell flux tallies was estimated to be around 1.5% and the
mesh tallies 10% of the overall running time

I

Parallel scalability was practically linear up to 12 CPU cores

I

0.2% of rays re-sampled (in delta-tracking mode)

9

14 MeV neutrons sampled isotropically in a ring inside the plasma chamber.
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Figure 5: Relative Flux (left) and total collision rate density (right) distribution calculated using a
cylindrical mesh tally. The color scales are logarithmic.
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Figure 6: Relative statistical errors of flux (left) and total collision rate density (right) distributions
calculated using a cylindrical mesh tally.
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Since the M&C 2015 paper, some preliminary tests have been run for material activation and photon transport simulation:
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Constant power operation at 500 MW for 400 seconds, 50/50 D/T mix (simplified
source distribution, similar to previous calculations)

 Second level

 Third level

I

Activation
built-in depletion routine in Serpent 2, each STL solid
 using
Fourththe
level
handled as a separate
Fifth levelmaterial zone (still simplified compositions)

I

Photon transport simulation with radioactive decay source (available in Serpent
2.1.24)

A few lessons learned:
I

The STL-based geometry type seems to work with photons as well, although
delta-tracking runs into problems with very short mfp’s of low energy photons

I

Handling 1548 separate material zones was not a problem for activation
calculation or radioactive decay source, but the spatial sub-division is clearly not
sufficient for some of the larger solids in cryostat and biological shield
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Figure 7: Photon emission rate (left) and dose rate (right) distributions calculated using a
cylindrical mesh tally. At the time of reactor shut-down.
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Figure 8: Photon emission rate (left) and dose rate (right) distributions calculated using a
cylindrical mesh tally. One day after reactor shut-down.

Summary
future work
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Two advanced geometry types have been implemented in the Serpent 2 Monte Carlo
code, as part of an effort to extend the scope of applications beyond reactor analysis:
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1) Unstructured mesh based geometry type based on OpenFOAM mesh format,
 Second level
developed as a by-product of a similar multi-physics interface

 Third level

2) CAD-based
geometry
 Fourth
level type based on a triangulated surface mesh
levelSTL format without conversion to CSG, and the cell search
The geometry is readFifth
in the
routine is based on ray tests and the use of an adaptive search mesh.


In this study the new geometry type was tested using the C-Lite CAD model of the
ITER fusion reactor.
The results suggest that the new geometry type works as expected, although simulations with realistic material compositions and neutron source have not yet been run.

Summary
future work
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The work on fusion neutronics continues as a Ph.D. project (Paula Sirén, VTT). The
implementation of a source routine based on the output of plasma simulation codes is
under
Clickway.
to edit Master text styles

 Second level

Potential fusion applications for Serpent:

 Third level

I

Neutron heat
deposition
Fourth
level and material damage calculations – can be done with
standard tallies
 Fifth level

I

Material activation and tritium breeding – can be done with built-in depletion
routine

I

Shut-down dose rate calculations – photon transport mode available in the most
recent Serpent update (2.1.24)

I

Multi-physics simulations – Serpent-OpenFOAM interface exists and is already
used for reactor physics calculations

In addition to advanced geometry types and photon transport simulation, expanding the
scope of applications to radiation shielding and fusion neutronics requires development
of variance reduction techniques, which has not yet been started.
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